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TIPS FOR CAR PARKING VOLUNTEERS 
Thanks so much for being an amazing carparking volunteer!  

You are particularly awesome because you help keep people alive when the streets are buzzing with buses, cars 

and big crowds of pedestrians. 

A few tips here for your team: 
 

1. Use radio channel 3/Argyle. Only use channel 1 to contact staff – keep messages calm. Remember to put 

radios on charge at night in the info tent or auditorium. 

2. Phone 0408 825 588 (no texts please) for the KCC on call phone if you ever need it. 

3. Always wear your high visibility gear and use torches at night – STAY SAFE! 

4. At the end of every session have someone standing on the KCC driveway to direct people to walk down the 

path to Violet Street and NOT down the main KCC driveway and down onto Cliff Drive – very dangerous! 

5. Ensure you have at least 3-5 people at Violet St at the end of night session – as this is where all the action is…  

a.    Direct people to stop when cars are coming, help them cross the road. 

b.    DO NOT manage/direct car traffic on the streets, only boss pedestrians.  

c.     Ask people to ‘keep to the sides of the road, please.’ 

d.    Can use witches’ hats wherever its helpful. 

e.    Help buses coming into the oval to park in sensible places. 

6.    Ensure you plan where your team will be stationed in advance to avoid confusion. 

7.    When guiding cars in on Saturday please try and park cars on the side of the oval that is furthest from Cliff 
Drive. 

8.    If a car is parked over a driveway and needs to be moved ring 0408 825 588 and we will flash the rego 
and car details on the screen in the auditorium. 

9.    Be really nice to our neighbours, sometimes they can be a bit grumpy. 

10.  Pick up any litter you see around anywhere (even if it’s not from us) and please do a litter sweep at the end 
especially (gloves and rubbish bags available at the info tent). 
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11.  At times we may use parking at Scenic World, this opens 6.30pm, (absolutely no parking between 8am – 
6pm). Have someone at the entrance guiding in cars and directing buses to go further up the road to the bus 
and shuttle parking area. Guide pedestrians across Cliff Drive to go up the pathway (off Violet St). 

12.  Have some fun and be an awesome cheerleading blessing to people - they will love it!  

We might also ask you to help our friends on the Muscle Team when your parking responsibilities have finished. 
Please check in with your team leader before going into any sessions in case we need your help J 


